The 7 Golden Bonus Rules
Rule 1: General Terms and Conditions.
Don't only check the games and bonus offerings of a casino, also take time to read an operator's general Terms and Conditions.
Should you find anything fishy, within a site's T&Cs, it is probably better to forgo a welcome offer.

Rule 2: Don't confuse bonus funds with real money.
Your player account balance is broken up into two sections, your real money balance and bonus funds balance. Typically, money is
first wagered from your real money balance, then from your bonus funds. Each casino handles this differently, and you can find out
how money is used in a bonus offer's Terms and conditions. The T&Cs explain how much money must be wagered and how much
time one has to fulfill this requirement.

Rule 3: Conditions to change bonus money into real withdrawable money.
If you fail to fulfill bonus requirements you may lose all of your bonus funds along with any winnings you have acquired with the
bonus cash/spins.

Rule 4: Try to avoid any offer that has an unreasonably large wagering requirement.
Your player account balance is broken up into two sections, your real money balance and bonus funds balance. Typically, money is
first wagered from your real money balance, then from your bonus funds. Each casino handles this differently, and you can find out
how money is used in a bonus offer's Terms and conditions. The T&Cs explain how much money must be wagered and how much
time one has to fulfill this requirement.

Rule 5: Look for expiration dates for each bonus offer.
It is possible that bonus cash or free spins can expire within a few days or even hours. Sometimes, operators even charge inactivity
fees that are deducted from your real money funds.

Rule 6: Contact customer service in case you are confused about withdrawals.
Always make sure you are clear on which funds you can withdraw, and which must still be wagered. If you don't know, it is best to
contact a site's support staff to avoid any potential headaches.

Rule 7: Don't forget Rule #1.
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